
Motor Vehicle Report Service 

Getting a Motor Vehicle Report (MVR) on the drivers  
you hire will help give you the confidence that you have 
the right people representing your company on the road.

Commercial agribusiness customers1 who meet 
underwriting and premium requirements are eligible for 
a Motor Vehicle Report service through iiX for a nominal 
sign-up fee.2

Benefits of using the MVR service
Commercial carriers are required by law to have a current  
MVR on each driver or face a fine. By using this service, 
we can help you stay compliant.

An MVR provides a driver’s history that includes:

 • Years of driving

 •  Driver’s license status (active, revoked or suspended)

 •  Frequency and severity of past moving violations

 • And much more

INSURANCE FOR COMMERCIAL AGRIBUSINESSES AND FOOD INDUSTRIES

Get to know your drivers well.
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Take advantage of the service today!

STEP 1:  Fill out form.

  Company name

  Contact person

  Address

  City

  State          ZIP

  Phone                     Fax

  Email

  Customer #

  Insurance agency name

  Signature

  Date of submission

STEP 2: Submit form.

 
 RMDesk@nationwide.com 

STEP 3: Nationwide’s vendor, iiX will send instructions 
explaining how to order your MVRs.

Help reduce loss by learning more about your drivers.

1 Certain account and premium limitations apply. Motor Vehicle Reports are provided by iiX.

2 The California Dept of Transportation requires a separate application and fee. iiX will provide instructions.

The information included in this publication and accompanying materials was obtained from sources believed to be reliable. Nationwide Mutual Insurance Company and its employees 
make no guarantee of results and assume no liability in connection with any training, materials, suggestions or information provided. It is the user’s responsibility to confirm compliance 
with any applicable local, state or federal regulations. Information obtained from or via Nationwide Mutual Insurance Company should not be used as the basis for legal advice or other 
advice, but should be confirmed with alternative sources.

EXAMPLE OF AN MVR’S VALUE:
A fuel distribution manager hired a driver with 
a history of driving under the influence without 
getting an MVR. Failing to use an MVR can expose 
your business to extreme liability, including punitive 
damages, especially if the driver is using a company 
vehicle while under the influence.

Taking a preventative step — like using an MVR 
service — could have helped. 


